ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Today any radar can be find that not linked to a network. Radars network has several purposes and applications for army and civil demands, like air defence, hydrology, and air traffic control. Moreover, radars network covers vast aims from information fusion to refuse unwanted parameters. Correctness of functionality of radars network strongly depends on data fusion of cells of radars. Some data fusion algorithms in radar have explained like PDA (Probability Data Association), MHT (Multiple Hypotheses Tracking) and IMM (Interacting Multiple Model). In radars network, the received data from radars have different precious. Therefore, data must be fuse by suitable weight. Probability of correctness of data is an important parameter of weighting. Many efforts have made to extract data in radars with extreme precious. Nevertheless, some subjects generate ambiguous, like swerling of targets, white noise and clatter, jamming, quantization and colour noises from communications channels. Classic, Bayesian and DempsterShafer or Evidence reasoning are three custom algorithms that usually use for probability fusion. Classic algorithms use statistical methods or Boolean algebra, like majority voting or averaging. Bayesian algorithms use stochastic processing and estimation methods, and fuse data by probability of events. Bayes equation is the base of them. Evidence algorithms fuse data by possibility of events, and Dempster-Shafer theory is the base of them. Of course, some other algorithms have prepared to use in sensors network, like fuzzy logic, neural networks or image processing algorithms [1] . In continue, important concepts of fusion and data extraction in radar have described.
Data Fusion Principles
The methods of fusion classify to four types, across sensors, attributes, domains, and time. For communications between sensors, three methods of configuration have classified; complementary, it means sensors do several duties in same time and complete one demand; cooperative, it means sensors do one duty in several time and complete one demand; competitive, it means sensors do one duty in same time and complete one demand. In addition, three models of topologies have classified; centralized, decentralized and hierarchical, they are illustrated in figure 1 . Selection of topology depends on missions and applications. Some models of data fusion have also developed, like JDL, multiple-sensors integration and waterfall. All models commonly have three levels, signal or pixel, feature and decision. Choosing model depends on processing power and aim of networking [2, 3] . If Maximum of normalized gating is G, it must be d<G. If coordinates are M dimensions and every components change by Gaussian probability density function, sum of M Gaussian probability density functions will equal to Chi-square by M degrees of freedom According [4] probability of observation of targets in ellipsoidal gate, when coordinates have two dimensions, is equal to:
Data extraction in radar
Ambiguous in data also depends on fluctuations of radar cross section (RCS) and angle of aspect of targets. Four models for swerling of targets are introduced that are described in Table 1 . In addition, the non-fluctuating model is called swerling 0. Swerling depends on PRF (pulse repetition frequency), SNR, [5, 6, 7] .
RELATED WORK
Data fusion can occur in every level, signal or pixel, feature and decision. Comparison between fusion methods depends on aim and level of model. In [16] , at pixel level and for satellite pictures, fusion methods have compared. In [17] , Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer algorithms compared, authors, after comparison of differences and similarities, show results of algorithms for decision level is nearby similar. In [18] , authors compare two custom algorithms at feature level and in human activity, and in [19] at decision level and in landmine detection. In [21] , at feature and decision levels for remote sensing, three algorithms, Bayesian, Dempster-Shafer and Neural Network have compared and survey their advantages and limits.
Comparison in radars network depends on level, too. Bieker in [20] , compare fusion algorithms, Bayesian, Dempster-Shafer and voting, at feature level. Another research is in [14] , at feature level and in target identification two custom algorithms have compared. In these works, methods have compared but have not proposed method for evaluation. In other hand, comparison is not in signal level. In this paper, data fused in signal level and statistical method has proposed for evaluation algorithms.
DATA FUSION ALGORITHMS
Some algorithms are prepared in fuzzy logic, expert systems, neural networks and image processing, for sensors network. Three custom algorithms, Classic, Bayesian and DempsterShafer usually use for radars network [1] . These algorithms survey for two-cell and four-cell network with centralized and hierarchical topologies. In this network, fusion type is sensory, configuration is competitive, and data are fused in signal level. Probability of detection of target is named is NOT of it. Reported probability in nth step and ith radar is and result of fusion in nth step is
Classic Algorithm
Statistical methods and Boolean algebra have used for data fusion like majority voting or averaging from received data [8] . In this paper, data are fused by averaging. Two-cell fusion is named C and four-cell fusion with centralized topology is named C4. Fusion of N radars in nth step is equal to:
Bayesian algorithm

Two-cell fusion by Bayesian algorithm is named B and four-cell fusion with centralized topology is named B4. Bayes equation is:
In Bayes equation, if probability of detection of target is A and probability of received data is B, probability of detection in fusion node will be equal to [9] :
Fusion of N radars in nth step is equal to:
Where:
And value in first step is: That | Ai| is number of Ai members. Many methods have proposed for probability to mass function transformation. The custom method is inverse pignistic transform that is described by below algorithm [11] . For θ = { A1,A2,…,An}, possibility density function is defined:
Dempster-Shafer or Evidence algorithm
Where these functions must be monotonic:
Mass functions are equal to:
Algorithms for hierarchical topology
Another type of topology in radars network is hierarchical. Composite algorithms are named by algorithms are used in layers. If classic algorithm is used in both layers, it will be named CC. According to [15] results of CC algorithm are equal to C4. If data is fused in both layers by Bayesian algorithm, it will be named BB and by Dempster-Shafer algorithm, it will be named DD. According to [15] , if values of BB and B4 in their first steps are equal, results of algorithms will equal, and if mass functions in all radars are simple mass functions, results of algorithms will equal (if θ has only one member, mass functions are called simple). Difference between CC and C4, BB and B4, DD and D4 is in running time and complexity of implementation. If first and second layers fusion are classic and Bayesian algorithm respectively, it will name CB. Others will name similarly; for Bayesian-classic algorithm BC, for classic-evidence algorithm CD, for evidence-classic algorithm DC, for Bayesian-evidence algorithm BD and for evidence-Bayesian algorithm DB.
SIMULATION AND COMPARISON DATA FUSION ALGORITHMS FOR RADARS NETWORK
According to radar gating and swerling of targets, probability of detection of radars is simulated by MATLAB and is compared by radar simulator results in [12] . Data fusion also is simulated. Simulated scenario is surveillance radars signals in L band that contains target backscatter data. Range of target is 150km, velocity is 200 m/s, and height is 1000m. RCS and SNR are about 10 m2 and 7 dB, respectively. False alarm with clatter is 10-6. Radars arrangement is serial that means target move with consistent distance from radars in simulation time. Radars have 2 dimensions and G=10. Duration of simulation is 2 minutes and 25 scans. Every scan is integration of 16 pulses. First for two-cell network, (R1, R2), target is assumed by swerling 0 and radars detect trajectory of it. Then scenario is repeated by swerling 1 to 4, respectively. It must be attend swerling 0, 1 and 3 are simulated for 25 scans that every scan is integration of 16 pulses and are illustrated in figures 2, 3 and 4. Swerling 2 and 4 also are simulated for 400 pulses and are illustrated in figures 5 and 6. For better view, initial forty samples are illustrated. Simulation is repeated for swerling 1 to 4 for five times and averages and standard deviations of results of simulations are summarized in table 2. Then scenario is repeated for four-cell network (R1, R2, R3, R4). Results of fusion are illustrated in figures 7 to 11. Simulation is run for swerling 1 to 4 for five times and averages and standard deviations of results of simulations are summarized in table 3. It must be attend, in algorithms with Dempster-Shafer equations, mass functions are derived from inverse pignistic transform and then data are fused, results of fusion are transferred to probability domain by pignistic transform and are illustrated for comparison. 
EVALUATION OF DATA FUSION ALGORITHMS FOR RADARS NETWORK
Five criterions are assumed; convergence, precious, fluctuations, running time and complexity of implementation. These criterions can compare performance of algorithms.
Convergence means that results of data fusion are near to acceptable value. Convergence of algorithms is calculated by:
That m is the number of radars, is average of jth radar in ith swerling, is average of data in ith swerling and is maximum acceptable average in radars that means if value is over it, target will detect certainly. is assumed 0.8.
If an algorithm has less standard deviation, then it is more precious. For comparison, precious is calculated by:
That is standard deviation of jth radar in ith swerling, is standard deviation of data in ith swerling and Pmax is maximum acceptable standard deviation. Pmax is assumed 20%.
Influence of fluctuations means that results of algorithms change because of unwanted fluctuations. Influence of fluctuations is evaluated by coefficient of variation that is defined as standard deviation divided by average. Suitable algorithm must have high average and low standard deviation. Influence of fluctuations is calculated by:
Time of operation is assigned to some process, like network implementation or data transmission. Suitable time for detection process in simulated scenario is 2 to 4 seconds [13] . In same condition of processing for all algorithms, scenario run for swerling 0 and time is measured. For evidence algorithm, time of pignistic and inverse pignistic transform is calculated too. If radars outputs can be mass functions directly, because of evidence algorithm, time will be decrease. This condition for two-cell network is named Direct Dempster-Shafer or DDS. For four-cell network is named DD4 and DDD.
Results for two-cell and four-cell network with 10% error are summarized in It must be attend running time is not similar with complexity of implementation, because of relations of sets for evidence algorithms.
Evaluation of algorithms is summarized in table 8 for two-cell network and table 9 for four-cell network. Linear optimization is considered by same weight for five parameters and is calculated average. For two-cell network, direct Dempster-Shafer is optimized. For four-cell network, if radars outputs are probability, CB algorithm will optimized, and if radars outputs are mass function directly, DDD algorithm will optimized.
Networks with more cells and complicated conditions must survey independently.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, custom data fusion algorithms, Averaging, Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer are simulated and evaluated. First probability of detection of targets have generated according to radar gating and swerling of targets. Then the generated data have fused by described algorithms and evaluated by five criterions, convergence, precious, influence of fluctuations, running time and complexity of implementation. Results of evaluation declare Dempater-Shafer algorithm is optimized for two-cell network. For four-cell network, if radars outputs are mass functions directly, hierarchical topology with Dempater-Shafer algorithm in both layers will be optimized, and when radars outputs are only probability, pignistic transform is needed for radars outputs and inverse pignistic transform for radars inputs, then hierarchical topology with Average and Bayesian algorithms in first and second layers, respectively, will optimized.
